IEA 15-MW AEP and Loads Comparison

- AEP: 1.6% (No Pitch Saturation), -1.4% (No FOWT Control)
- Max Ptfm Pitch: 29.1% (No Pitch Saturation), 15.4% (No FOWT Control)
- Max Ptfm Surge: 8.9% (No Pitch Saturation), 8.3% (No FOWT Control)
- Max Rotor Thrust: 17.2% (No Pitch Saturation), 8.0% (No FOWT Control)
- Tower Base DEL: 24.4% (No Pitch Saturation), 10.2% (No FOWT Control)
- Blade Root DEL: 11.5% (No Pitch Saturation), 15.1% (No FOWT Control)
- Yaw Bearing Fore-Aft DEL: 12.8% (No Pitch Saturation),